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Dear Masters,
Dear Seafarers ,
we are not out of the woods yet but we are seeing light
at the end of the tunnel. Countries slowly start to lift their
lockdowns.
Governments are taking global shipping for granted but
only a few countries allow foreign seafarers to travel to
their ships and some countries do not provide access to
medical treatments in their ports. This is why our industry
body IMEC and its members launched “I am sailing for you”
to make governments aware that sailors have ensured the
supply and trade of their countries and its citizens.
Our ship commands and our company as a whole have
to overcome difficult times. Unemployment rates in many
countries are high now, consumers are insecure and factories have lost weeks of production leading now to a lack of
cargoes. Our clients likewise suffer from Covid-19 but keep
awarding us with transportation orders for industrial infrastructure products. We need to demonstrate they took the
right decision to go with us. One of our bigger global competitors Zeamarine was forced to exit our business as they
failed to adapt and trim their expensive global organization.
We can also cheer a few additions to our fleet. In April,
our Briese newbuilding team took successful delivery of
MV “BBC St. Petersburg” and our inspection team 1 has
taken over 2 x 18.000 dwt ships built 2013 from Swiss
owners. Despite the lockdown, our Russian crew could
exceptionally be flown in via a deserted Pulkovo airport
organized by BSP.
Many seafarers are waiting now ashore for weeks to get on
board their ships. We and all other shipping companies depend on countries to put in place proper regulations to ensure our seafarers can join their vessels without the risk to
get stranded or put into quarantine. We want to relieve our
present crew on board. Our masters and crews presently
onboard have done a fantastic job during the past difficult
weeks and have kept all our vessels trading successfully!
Many regards from our headquarters in Leer,

Wilke Briese
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CORONA PANDEMIC

Corona Pandemic
The spread of the COVID-19 Virus has an immense effect on
the shipping business. The situation is changing on a daily basis therefore it is too early for detailed economic predictions,
but a reduction of tonnage and even longer waiting times for
new voyages might be noticeable in the next month.

trade. Therefore, it is crucial to designate a specific and limited number of crew change airports for the safe movement
and repatriation of crew. This would achieve critical mass for
the resumption of crew change flights to these airports, keeping global supply chains open.

On the other hand what can be seen are tremendous increasing organizational issues especially in respect to crew chances, consultation of doctors, provision deliveries and so on.

All countries have their own restrictions, safety measures and
procedures in effect in their ports. For example, in Russia following is in place; which is equal to restrictions in other countries:

In total about 100.000 seamen are on board of international
trading vessels who cannot be relieved and go ashore. And
the dilemma is getting bigger every day. A lot of crew members have to enforcedly prolong their contracts and cannot
go home to their families.

General information:
• Borders are closed
• Seafarers Centers are closed

Besides the worldwide travel and flight restrictions - including suspension of flights from many of the world’s airport
- the problem is that many ports around the world have
restricted their regulation of entries in order to reduce the
spread of the Corona virus. Such an entry ban may include
quarantine for a couple of weeks after arrival in the country,
which makes crew changes unpredictable.

Seafarer restrictions:
• No crew change permitted except for Russian seafarers
• No shore leave permitted
Vessels visits:
• Welfare representatives are NOT permitted to visit vessels
unless an emergency
Dockers information:
• Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) is being distributed

Since 17th of March no crew changes have been carried out for
vessels in the Briese Fleet. About 1000 crew member are still on
board and are waiting for their disembarkation. Consequently, even the same number of seafarers are waiting at home.
Due to the travel restrictions, immigration issues and health
screening protocols crew changes have been postponed until
May 2020 and will be checked on a day to day basis. As it is
barely possible to arrange a crew change world wide.
The International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) and International
Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) wrote a message to G-20
Leaders and Ministers in order to address the problem of the
movement of seafarers. The United Nations bodies, namely
the International Labour Organization and the International
Maritime Organization, along with the European Commission,
have stated that Seafarers should be officially recognized as
key workers and granted exemptions from travel restrictions
so they can join and leave their ships and return home without impediment, while complying with infection control.
The maritime transport industries are the lifeblood of the
global economy, moving the world’s goods and products
which are necessary to allow society to continue to function efficiently throughout the COVID-19 crisis. Some 90% of
global trade is delivered by ship, including food, energy, raw
materials and manufactured products.
But the current situation is unsustainable for the safety and
wellbeing of ships’ crews and the safe operation of maritime
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M/V BBC Jade calling Shanghai

The seafarers on board are living in quarantine during a sea
passage anyway but such restrictions make the daily routine
on board even more difficult.
Based on the E-Mail sent on 7th of April with respect to
the #ISupplyTheWorld Campaign Captain Trokhov of M/V
Pride expressed is correctly:
„In this difficult time, we need to support all seamen, because
they are sitting on board without shore leave – it is strictly
prohibited everywhere (like in group-self-isolation) and no
chance to buy easiest things such as socks, tooth paste, piece
of chocolate etc.and they are in real risk zone, because vessel
is visiting different countries.“
He also sent us some nice pics of his “biggest catches” because also the provision supply is getting more difficult
and any fish for free may divers the daily dish. In general it
should be taken care that not too less is ordered and delivered on board in case any upcoming provision delivery may
not be possible or the port call postponed. Also consideration of ordering a larger amount of durable provisions so
the variety of meals can be upheld is suggested.

Captain Sergey Pecheritskiy and his crew of M/V Schillig
were so kind to share their slogan:
“Sport is killing Coronavirus”
Under supervising of Chief Officer Igor Sidorenko the crew
doing physical exercises every morning!
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CORONA PANDEMIC

I’M SAILING

FOR YOU
#ISUPPLYTHEWORLD
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#ISUPPLYTHEWORLD

#ISupplyTheWorld campaign was launched beginning of April
by the Marine Transport Workers’ Trade Union of Ukraine (MTWTU) and supported by the International Transport Workers’
Federation (ITF) and The International Maritime Employers’
Council (IMEC).

BBC OREGON

The social media campaign has been created to spread the
message of the work our maritime workers are undertaking
during the COVID-19 pandemic, to keep the world supplied
with essential food, medicines and fuel.
Same has been sent on board and the best pictures shall be
shared herewith.
Thanks to everybody who is on board under these circumstances and keeps the world running.
Stay healthy and take care!

BBC EUROPE

BBC RUBY

BBC SEINE
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BBC AQUAMARINE

COSTAMAR

BREB COUNTESS
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BBC BALBOA

BBC SAPPHIRE

JOHANNES

#ISUPPLYTHEWORLD

SÜDEROOG

BBC BANGKOK

BBC NILE
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BBC MISSISSIPPI

BBC MARMARA
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BBC NORFOLK

KURT PAUL

#ISUPPLYTHEWORLD

BBC RUSSIA

SCHILLIG

BBC GDANSK
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BRIESE RESEARCH

Briese Research
Symposium for the farewell of R/V POSEIDON
R/V POSEIDON‘s service as a research vessel ended on December 31st, 2019. The vessel retired after 40 years of service for research and left the German research fleet.
On 5th of February 2020, marine science officially said goodbye to the „old lady“ with a nearly three-hours symposium.
Around 100 scientists, crew members and representatives
of the BRIESE Research Department came to the GEOMAR
Helmholtz Center for Ocean Research in Kiel.
In lectures, they recalled scientific findings that have been
gained on R/V POSEIDON expeditions over the past 40
years, but also very personal experiences on board.

The vessel has been sold to United4Rescue which is a fundraising platform of the German church. The vessel has been
handed over to SeaWatch who will operate with the vessel
in the Mediterranean Sea in order to save lives of refugees.
BRIESE Research supported SeaWatch with some technical
assistance in order to arrange proper handover and brought
the vessel with an own crew to Burriana, Spain where the
final refit is taking place. The vessel was scheduled to start
rescue missions at Easter time but due to the Corona-Situation the start has been postponed.

BRIESE Award 2019 - Mystery of microbial nitrogen
recycling troops solved in the sea
The BRIESE Award for Marine Research 2019 goes to
Dr. Katharina Kitzinger. On 12th of March 2020 the award
winning ceremony for the BRIESE Award for Marince
Research was taking place in Warnemünde, Germany. This
time Dr. Katharina Kitzinger (Max Planck Institute) won the
price for her outstanding research on key processes of the
nitrogen cycle in the sea, the microorganisms involved and
the peculiarities of their metabolism. Dr. Kitzinger combined
sophisticated laboratory methods with experiments at sea,
which ultimately were critical to their results.
This year the prize, which is annually awarded by Briese
RESEARCH together with the Leibniz Institute for Baltic Sea
Research Warnemünde (IOW) was awarded for the 10th
time. During the last 10 years the award has become well
established in the scientific community.
The award intends to reward outstanding PhD theses in
marine research, the results of which are particularly closely
linked to the use of research vessels and the use and development of technology and/or data collection at sea. A
primary criterion for awarding the contract is the scope of
the scientific findings gained in the course of the work. The
award comes with prize money of €5,000.
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Otto Krümmel Award for Outstanding Bachelor Thesis
The bachelor‘s degree is the foundation for a successful career in science. The society for the support of the GEOMAR
Helmholtz Center for Ocean Research Kiel wants to motivate particularly qualified young talents with the Otto Krümmel Promotion Prize for outstanding bachelor thesis in the
field of marine research.
This year, the award, endowed with 1,500 euros, has
gone equally to two young scientists who have dealt with

geophysical or geological processes on the seabed. The
prize is awarded by the GEOMAR development company
with the support of the BRIESE Research for the 4th time.
Otto Krümmel was one of the pioneers of German marine
research. During his many years of work at Kiel University,
the laboratory he founded not only laid the foundation for
today‘s GEOMAR, but also for modern, internationally networked marine research.

Corona brings R/V METEOR, R/V MARIA S. MERIAN and
R/V SONNE together to Emden
The current Corona situation also influences the scientic
operations of the research vessels in the management
of BRIESE and led to the fact that all research vessels are
currently staying in German ports. The smaller ones are
waiting in their homeports (Kiel, Bremerhaven, Rostock) to
start with the scientific operations again.
The world wide operating research vessels MARIA S. MERIAN
and METEOR arrived together in Emden, Germany on Good
Friday.
R/V METEOR had been planned for staying in Emden at the
shipyard anyway but now arrived a bit earlier which leads
to more time for the shipyard.
R/V MARIA S. MERIAN had to stop their operations in
South America in March. Due to the world-wide travel
restrictions it was not possible anymore for the international scientific crew to come on board.

In Emden a technical lay time is planned involving the crew.
R/V SONNE has been the last vessel to return to Germany,
coming back from South Africa on 22nd of April after 45
days at sea.
Due to the corona situation all vessels have carried out
technical works during the last weeks under increased
protective measures.
Meanwhile SONNE and MARIA S. MERIAN left Emden in
order to support the POLARSTERN which is also suffering
under the corona circumstances. The three vessels will
meet in in Svalbard, Norway in order to make a crewchange
at sea. Around 100 crewmembers and scientists will change
the vessels at sea cause a change ashore is not possible.
In the next Briese News we will deliver the full story about
that special project.
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EMS OFFSHORE

New Tug Boat for Ems Offshore
EMS Offshore Service GmbH & Co. KG (EOS) was founded in
1984 and is operated by Roelf Briese (Reederei Briese) and
Alfred Hartmann (Reederei Hartmann).
In 1986 the company brought the former HarmstorfWerftschlepper “Moritz” and same was in service for EOS
for 30 years as “Ems Tug” until 2016, since it was scrapped
in Papenburg after an engine breakdown.
Now on 17th of January 2020 EMS Offshore Service celebrated the christening of the new “Ems Tug” in the port of Leer.
Godmother was Michaela Buscher, Managing Director of
EMS Offshore Service.
The tug was built at Damen Shipyards in Gorinchem,
Netherlands and “is with its 4000 PS, two engines and 45
to bollard pull the most powerful tug on the German side
of the river Ems” said Alfred Hartmann on the christening.

From left to right: Michaela Buscher, Remko Bauma (Sales Manager
DAMEN), Yolanda Nebbeling (Afdeling Sales Noord-, West- & Zuid-Europa)

“EMS Offshore Service is currently expanding its activities in the Baltic area“, says Managing Director Michaela
Buscher. “Our shareholders’ companies have worked with
Damen for many years already. Accordingly, when we were
looking for a strong, flexible tug boat for a project with a
new customer, Damen’s Shoalbuster 2711 turned out to be
just the right choice for our purposes.

With its 45 t bollard pull delivered by two engines, the
two 60 t towing winches, the 18 t crane and space for
two TEU on deck, it is able to transport and handle the
respective cargoes. It will also enable us to offer a number of anchor handling and salvage operations to further
customers, too. We look forward to the latest addition to
our fleet.”

From left to right: Alfred Hartmann, Remko Bauma, Kommer Damen, Michaela Buscher, Roelf Briese
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From left to right: Gijs Mourik (techn. department DAMEN), Cpt. André Malech, Kommer Damen

Facts and Figures:
Classification:

Bureau Veritas
I + Hull * MACH
Tug unrestricted
nav. * AUT UMS

GT:

321

Length o.a.:

27.05 m

Beam o.a.:

11.63 m

Beam moulded: 10.50 m
Depth moulded: 4.25 m
Draught:

3.00 m

Speed:

12 knots

Bollard pull:

45.2 t
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NEWBUILDING TEAM

Newbuilding Team
M/V BBC Arkhangelsk will be the next newbuilding delivered for
the Briese Group.
The delivery of M/V BBC St. Petersburg took place on 27th April
and the delivery of M/V BBC Arkhangelsk is expected end of July.

2003, project manager at a shipyard in Dubai from 2003 to 2005
and inspection group leader at for a German ship owner until
2007. From 2008 he was acting as Newbuilding Manager for the
same ship owner and has already been managing newbuilding
projects in China ever since.

Building new vessels in China for the Briese Group already started more than 20 years ago. The first newbuilding delivered for
Briese was M/V Industrial Accord from Xinhe Shipyard. In 1999
the plan was to build only five vessels. Since then more than 80
ships have been constructed among ten shipyards so far.

Building new vessels is a challenging project and can only be
successful if also the newbuilding team from the owner on site
is reliable. The newbuilding team is responsible for the entire
building process until the delivery of the ship, each person in his
own field of expertise.

Prior the actual construction of a ship may start; the shipping
company and future ship owner have already completed numerous of negotiations and considerations. In the past shipyards
have introduced good and versatile standardized ships, however
in order to adapt the ship to Briese’s demand, modifications to
the design must be agreed.

The newbuilding team of Briese Shipping shall be introduced in
this Briese News Issue and therefore has been asked to tell something about themselves. The team consists of following persons:

Therefore, since the very beginning Briese established newbuilding teams at site of the shipyards in order to supervise and control each stage of the construction.
The first vessels build under a supervision have been M/V Hilde K and M/V
Helgoland in Spain. Newbuilding supervisor was Jakobus Janssen.
He started his career in the company
in October 1986 on M/V Amke as Chief
Officer; three months later he was promoted on the same vessel. From 1998 he has been responsible for the newbuilding supervision in China until his retirement in 2019.
Since 2011 Bernd Böning is working for
the Briese Group as Newbuilding Manager. He is managing all contractual,
commercial and major technical aspects
from first concept ideas thru to delivery
of new vessels.
Bernd Böning has been working in the marine industry since
1998. He was a design team leader at a German shipyard until
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Witoslaw Krzysztof Matczak

Permanent owner’s representative
in China
„I was born in Chojnice / Poland in a small
town located near Gdansk. After graduating from the Maritime Academy in Gdynia
I started my sailing career at Polish Ocean
Lines. In 1988 I moved to Berlin, where I started a family and where
I live until day.
To get the German Master License, I had to study a second time and
thus graduated from Leer Maritime School soon after the move to
Berlin. It was at this time, that I started working at Briese Shipping. I
was first sent to a Chinese shipyard for newbuilding construction and
taking over of a vessel in 2003. Ever since I have worked primarily as
a “newbuilding Master”. Within 15 years I took over 17 vessels from
different shipyards. The last vessel was M/V BBC Ruby, M/V Jan and
M/V BBC Russia.
Despite the fact, that working on newbuilding vessels is always associated with high stress levels, both at the yards and on maiden
voyages I always liked this job. Not only because every newbuilding
vessel gave me a lot of new experiences, but also because I liked
challenging work. Since 2018 I am working as the owner’s representative, manager of supervision site office, taking part in the construction of M/V BBC St. Petersburg and M/V BBC Arkhangelsk.“

Lyu Maohai (David)
Lead Supervisor

„I am from Nanjing, a renowned historical and
cultural city, which was the Capital of several
dynasties over the course of Chinese history.
I started my career after graduation from
Shipbuilding College in 1997, with 23 years of working experience in
fabrication and construction of shipbuilding and offshore projects. I
have PMP, CWI, CSWIP3.1, NACE II and ASNT II certificates and have
worked in some international companies. Since I joined Briese in
2016, I have delivered two vessels M/V Jan and M/V BBC Russia.
I love my job even if it’s 3D (Difficult, Dirty, Dangerous). Building new
ships is a challenging job which will encounter new problems almost
every day, but it can always be solved by the wisdom of the team.
„Always have a plan B => Project success“ has been a motto, I was
persistent „Hard work“ is our constant criteria.”

Xu Qiao (John)

Machinery Supervisor
“I’m from Shi Yan, a small hilly city in middle
of China. It is well known in China because of
the second motor factory and also the famous
mountain called Wu Dang are located there.
It is also the birthplace of an excellent martial artist named Tai Ji. I started in 2004 after graduate from Marine
Academy; With now over 16 years engineer experience in ship repairing and Newbuilding.
In 2016 I started my career at Briese. My favorite ship is M/V JAN
because she was the first vessel after I joined Briese. Even though, the
site team met so many difficulties and went to seatrial three times.
But finally, we overcome the difficulties and the vessel was successfully delivered in summer of 2017.

After graduating from St. Petersburg Marine College and Admiral
Makarov State Maritime Academy I started my seafaring career at
Russian shipping companies in 1992.
In 2000 I joined the Briese Shipping as ship’s electrical engineer.
Since 2004, I took part in newbuilding vessels delivery from different shipyards in China. Working on various types of ships, I got a
good and new useful experience. I like my job, where in addition
to professional work, you can see the world around and meet a
nice people.
Each crew member understands that the first months after vessel’s delivery are not so easy. It is very pleasant to realize that after
coordinated work of the whole crew, the ship is in good sailing
condition for a long time after maiden voyage. Over the past 20
years, I saw how the company’s fleet is being updated and staffed
with experienced crews.
I joined Briese China SanFu supervision team as electrical supervisor
in 2019 and taking part in the construction of M/V BBC St. Petersburg and M/V BBC Arkhangelsk. Hope that through the efforts and
professional interaction of our team, these two wonderful ladies with
historical names will be smoothly and successfully delivered.”

Tang Jian (Tom)

Hull&Coating Supervisor
“I was born in HuaiAn City, Jiangsu Province.
The city is located in the east of China, close
to the Yellow Sea.I started my career after
graduation from shipbuilding university in
2003, with now 17 years of working experience in fabrication and construction of shipbuilding projects.
I joined Briese newbuilding team as hull and painting supervisor in
2018. Before I was football player. I like football, table tennis, music
and computer.

I love my work very much. I enjoy the progress, we witness a piece of
steel plate evolve to a pretty lady and finally, gaze affectionately after
the departing dear to her maiden voyage. It’s amazing! Every vessel’s
successful delivery is inseparable with every team members’ effort,
diligent and high professional knowledge.

I like working in site team, because we are like a family. It’s very simple: hard working and enjoy your life.

My motto is attitude decides everything; every one simple thing is not
simple. Wishing to serve our company better though hard work and
rigorous attitudes.”

“I am from Zhenjiang City, Jiangsu Province,
China a very nice city located on the South
Bank of the Yangtze River.

Maksim Savostin
Electrical Supervisor

“I am from St. Petersburg, one of the most
famous historical and beautiful cities in
Russia. My hometown has the unique architecture of palaces and magnificent park
ensembles, the mystery of summer White
Nights and established maritime tradition. Not without reason
this city is called the “Cultural Capital of Russia”.

Xu Ou

Hull&Coating Supervisor

I started my career after graduation from
shipbuilding college in 1997, with now 23 years of working experience in fabrication and construction of shipbuilding projects. I have
CWI, NACE II and ASNT II certificates and have worked in some international companies.
I joined Briese Newbulding team as hull and painting Supervisor in
2018. I love my work and fully enjoy the shipbuilding process from
steel plates to vessels. I am proud of the smooth delivery of the vessels. I also like to travel and enjoy different customs and landscapes.”
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TOA LEA SEIFFART ON R/V METEOR

TOA Lea Seiffart on R/V Meteor
Hi, my name is Lea Seiffart. I am 21 years old and I am studying “Ship Operation Engineering”. The one or another of
you may still remember me from the time I worked in the
Briese Workshop and shared my experiences with you.

making good friends, working with complex technology, beautiful sunsets) and disadvantages (like sea sickness during the first
days), what it means to work in the engine room for a whole day
and how good food can affect the mood of the crew.

After I finished my apprenticeship as ‚Shipping and Chartering Merchant’ in June 2019, I started my engineering studies in
Bremerhaven. Part of this study are internships on board of different vessels.

My internship started in Mindelo, Cape Verde on the 1st of July
2019. The new crew members (including me) and 28 scientists
arrived with their research equipment and we met each other
for the first time. I was quite nervous because I did not know
what to expect in the next months. Little by little I got to know
the daily routine on board and the machine systems that I would
work with everyday. My voyage then took me to the North Atlantic, where the scientists examined the underwater cyclones.
After a month of research at sea we came back to Mindelo for
a short port stay. Here we got new provisions and spare parts,
changed some research equipment and also a big crew change
took place. From Mindelo we started our transit to Walvis Bay,
Namibia and continued the research operations in the South Atlantic. My voyage ended in Walvis Bay end of September 2019.

Therefore, I would like to report from my first time as technical
officers apprentice (TOA) on board of the R/V Meteor last year.
During my three-month-stay on board of this vessel I got a lot
of impressions and earned experience while working there. Being at sea for four weeks in a row is completely different from
working ashore with only five days a week and a weekend. I
got to know the “real” life at sea including all the advantages
(like visiting different countries which I will never else get to see,

Facts and Figures:
Tonnage:

18

4280 GT / 1284 NT

Draught:

5,61 m

Service speed: abt. 12 kn

Lenght o.a.: 97,50 m

Range:

10.000 nm

Length pp:

90,00 m

Endurance:

50 days

Beam:

16,50 m

Main Engine:

4 x MAK 6M332
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Lea Seiffart, Henning Podbielski
(3rd Engineer) and Jannik Hageleit
(Motorman) during overhaul of
diesel no. 4

Lea Seiffart and trainee Jan Genschow working in the Meteor workshop

My main task during this whole voyage was to assist the 2nd
and 3rd Engineer, as well as the Motormen during their daily
business. For example we controlled the air conditioning compressors to check for error messages. Every week, we checked
and tested the rescue boats and made a test run of the emergency diesel. Every month, the fire dampers, water bulkheads
and safety valves needed to be checked by the whole crew in
the engine room. I was also responsible for the weekly performance of the water tests with boiler water, fresh water and
cooling water. In addition to that, every week, the oil tests with
oil samples from the diesel engines and from the bow thruster
needed to be carried out. Some special task was the overhaul
of diesel no. 4 with adjustment of the valve clearance, the overhaul of one lube oil separator, the cleaning of the oily water
separator and to find and eliminate the leakage of the highpressure pump of the reverse-osmose plant.

Our ceremony began with Triton who came on board to exercise authority and to judge charges brought against “pollywogs” (the first-time participants) that they are only posing as
sailors and have not paid proper homage to the god of the sea
(King Neptune). Everybody who wanted to participate in this
ceremony had to face several challenges and tasks to be accepted into Neptune‘s realm as a “shellback” (experienced sailor), including for example putting a dead fish in our mouths
and kissing Neptune’s foot in the end of the ritual. We have
got a new “baptismal name” and a certificate after we passed
all the tests successfully.

Quite interesting was also the time when I assisted the ship
electrician during his works on board which I remember well:
Checking and testing the fire alarm and solving electrical problems concerning the search light.

All in all, I can say, that this internship was a great experience
in which I learned some lessons for life, a lot of skills for my
studies and my future career, made new good friends and on
which I always look back with pleasure.

One special experience was the “line-crossing ceremony” in
middle of August. This ceremony in general is an old tradition:
When a sailor crossed the equator for the first time, sailors
who had previously crossed the equator tested them for their
capability to endure the long voyages, and at the end of the
ceremony inducted them into a fraternity of experienced sailors. This tradition was developed in the 15th century where
most seamen were afraid of storms, monsters and had a big
fear of falling off the edge of the world. These ceremonies
changed in the last hundreds of years from dangerous hazing
rituals into ceremonies carried out for crews’ or passengers’
entertainment.

Lea Seiffart during “line-crossing ceremony”

At this point, I want to show you some pictures and do not
want to reveal some more details about this ceremony: Maybe
one or the other of you have go through this ritual in future or
already did this in the past and have his own experience with it.
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BRIESE CREWING UKRAINE / FLEET FLYING ENGINEERS

Briese Crewing
Ukraine – Company
of Year 2019 Award
We proudly inform that Briese Crewing Ukraine received
the “Company of Year 2019” award presented by the “All
Ukrainian Branch-Analytical Center”.
Congratulations to our colleagues in the Ukraine proving
their professional work as part of the Briese Group!

Fleet Flying Engineers
Briese Shipping has a team of “Flying Engineers” to solve on board issues ranging from general maintenance to complex
issues of marine equipment and machinery with direct control of the technical fleet management.
In case of some significant problems on board which might arise during port state control, commercial losses or unclear
situation, one of the “Flying Engineers” may be instructed to go on board for supporting and managing of the problem.
The team consists mainly of following people:

Dmitry Yakovchenko

Andriy Malakhov

He started his career at Briese
Shipping in 2003 as Motorman and finally graduated
two university degrees. In addition to his employments on
board he already conducted
seminars for Briese Seafarers.

He is with Briese since 2012
and made his first mission on
M/V BBC Northsea.

Ivan Saltykov

Anton Oliinyk

He started his career on
Briese vessels in 2010 on M/V
BBC Scotland. Since 2015 he
is on duty as one of the flying
engineers.

He started his career at Briese
Shipping on M/V Hollum in
2017.

Special thanks to the team for their commitment and engagement to the Briese Fleet.
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FROM GALLEY TO GALLEY

From Galley to Galley
Salmon sticks with ball
For this issue we asked
Chief Cook Yevgeniy
of mashed potatoes and
Rubakha and Cook
coconut sauce

3
2

1

Cadet Eugene Nikko

Santos on board

1

For 1 person:

M/V Daxia to provide

•Salmon 100 gr
• bread-crumb 20 gr
• Potatoes 60 gr
• Pineapple 20 gr
• Eggs 20 gr
• Pistachio 30 gr
• Vegetables oil 60 gr
• Coconut milk 120 gr
• Cheese cheddar 40 gr
• Lemon 50 gr
• whipping cream 30 gr

recipes for a nice menu.

2

Put salmon for 1 hour into coconut milk, add salt and lemon and cover all sides by breadcrumb and mashed eggs.
Fry in oil about 3 minutes.
Mash potatoes, then add pineapple, salt and a little bit of
sugar. Afterwards form small balls about 4 cm diam. Cover them by flour, mashed eggs and by chopped pistachio
and fry in oil about 3 minutes.
Sauce: Boil coconut milk about 15 mins, add whipping
cream, cheddar cheese, take out from kitchen-range and
mix thoroughly.

Lamb stewed with fried eggplants
Fry the lamb all over and add water and stew for about
1.5 – 2 hours.

For 1 person:

For the sauce fry the garlic all over and add to the same
pan the onion and continue to fry 3-4 minutes and combine
with peeled tomato and continue to stew about 3 minutes;
add salt, black pepper and coriander. Put the lamb on a
plate and put over the sauce. Garnish with the fried onions.

• Lamb 150 gr
• Eggplant 60 gr
• Dried onions 80 gr
• Garlic 15 gr
• Feta cheese 30gr
• Tomato (peeled) 80 gr
• Olive oil 20 gr
• Sambal oelek

For 1 person:

• Milk 60 gr
• Egg 1 pc
• Sugar 1 teaspoon
• Flour 15 gr
• Apple 150 gr
• Whipping cream 30 gr
• Honey 20 gr

Cut the eggplant in rings and fry in oil. Cut also peeled tomatoes in rings and put over the eggplants, then add sambal
oelek and put over the onion and feta cheese. Combine two
pieces of eggplant and put over the upper eggplant ring,
the layer of cut peeled tomato and mixed with cut garlic.

3

Pancake with stewed apple
Combine milk, egg, sugar and flour and mix thoroughly; fry pancakes. Stew cut apple with whipping
cream and honey about 5 - 6 minutes. Put the
stewed apple to the pancake and wrap up.

Enjoy your meal! :)
OUR OBJECTIVE
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New to the fleet
Sea trial M/V BBC St. Petersburg
Presently Briese Shipping is constructing a serious of the
F500 newbuildings at the Thaizhou Sanfu Shipyard in China.
Luckily the first vessel has passed the sea trial successfully
in January 2020.
The sea trial of M/V BBC ST. Petersburg took place from 7th
to 18th of January 2020. Starting from building shipyard
which is located at the Yangtze River between Nanjing and
Nantong and reaching open sea in the afternoon of 8th of
January and commencing trials.
The purpose of the sea trials is to verify the performance of
the vessel in terms of speed and maneuverability and to check
the function and performance of all systems which can only be
tested when the vessel is sailing. All systems that can be tested
at the yard (the so called „pier tests“ or „quay trials“) are done
while the vessel is moored at the yard‘s outfitting pier - most of
them before sea trials; a few remaining after sea trials.
The speed tests are made at five different engine loads. For
each engine load one double run is made. That means the
vessel is brought to a straight course with sufficiently long
steady approach then the distance travelled during a fixed
measuring time of 10 minutes is recorded. The double run is
completed by repeating the same at opposite heading.
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Maneuverability is verified by several test which are as
following:
• Turning circle test: The rudder is put to 35 degrees one
time at continuous service rating (CSR) of the engine and
once at harbor speed (one time to port and one time to starboard side for each speed); Then the diameter of the turning circle is measured.
• Crash stop test: In order to find out how much distance the
vessel needs to stop one test from full ahead to full astern
and one test from full astern to full ahead will be done.
• Inertia test: To find out the slow down characteristic of the
vessel the engine command is reduced from full ahead to a
ship‘s speed of abt. 5 knots.
• Zig Zag test: This is a maneuver to check the yawing
characteristic of a ship. From a straight course the rudder
is laid to 10° to one side and once the heading deviation
has reached 10° the rudder is laid to 10° to the other side.
The overshooting angle (the heading angle until which the
ship proceeds turning until turning in the other direction)
is measured and recorded. The same test will be repeated
with 20° rudder and heading deviation angle.

• Williamson turn: This is a common maneuver to rescue
a person who fell overboard. It brings the ship on opposite
heading and the same track as at the beginning of the maneuver.

• Noise and vibration measurements
• Black-out test
• Dead ship recovery test

• Bow Thruster test: Hereby one test will be done at zero
speed and one test with a slow speed of not more than
3 knots. The results of these tests are displayed on the
„Wheelhouse Poster“ which must be permanently displayed
on the bridge.

• Main engine shut-down and slow-down test
• HFO-MGO change over test
• Testing of all pumps including automatic change-over

Also, the performance of the anchor winches (function of
band brakes, hoisting speed, etc.) and the function of the
rescue boat (releasing and recovery at about 5 knots ship
speed) is tested during sea trials.

• Shaft generator commissioning and testing including
parallel running with diesel generators
• Exhaust gas boiler test
• Unmanned machinery test
• Fresh Water Generator Capacity Measurement
• Sweep test and measurement of the torsional vibration
damper
After sea trials one unit of the main engine will be opened for
inspection and the crankshaft deflection will be measured.
Also during sea trials all radio and navigation equipment is
tested and the magnetic compass is calibrated.

The main machinery tests are as following:
• Main Engine load test: At six different engine loads all engine parameters are checked and recorded.
• Starting test of main engine: To check that main engine
can be started at least 12 times with the stored air.
• Torsional vibrations are measured at the propeller shaft

In total eight persons of Briese Shipping attended the sea
trial. From the office Bernd Böning and Jörg Larink have
been on site for participation.
In general the seatrial was successfully done and the vessel
was nearly ready for take over.
Unfortunately the delivery of the vessel was delayed due to
shut down in China.
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M/V BBC St. Petersburg
M/V BBC Russia once started the naming of the new 12.500
dwt MPV series. The next two newbuildings are named
M/V BBC St. Petersburg and M/V BBC Arkhangelsk. As it is
obvious the names are dedicated to specific places of the
crewing agencies in Russia and shall symbolize the appraisal
of the daily work of Briese’s seamen.
Therefore also the following four newbuildings will
be named after important business places of Briese’s
crewing agencies with the first two vessels to be named
M/V BBC Ukraine and M/V BBC Manila.
One additional thought behind the names is the geographical
position of the cities / countries.
M/V BBC Russia, M/V BBC St. Petersburg and M/V BBC
Arkhangelsk are ice-classed vessels whereas the other
four upcoming newbuildings will have no ice class.
Physical delivery of M/V BBC St. Petersburg was delayed
due to the outbreak of the 2019-nCoV (novel corona virus)
in China. The shipyard recommenced working on Monday
9th of March 2020. The vessel left from shipyard‘s pier on
30th of April 2020 morning 10:28 local time.
Schedule of the following vessels:
M/V BBC ARKHANGELSK: around end of August 2020
M/V BBC UKRAINE: not before Jan 2021

Facts and Figures:
Classification:

1A Multi-purpose dry cargo ship BIS BWM (T)
Clean Container DBC DG (B, P), E0 Grab (3-20t),
Ice (1A), Strengthened (IB)

GT / NT:

11,503 / 4,474

Deadweight (summer): abt. 12,500 mt
Max. draft (summer):

8.18 m

Length o.a.:

147.00 m

Breadth moulded:

22.80 m

Service speed:

15.0 knots

Cargo hold capacity:

17,600 cbm / 621,537 cbft

Main hold dimensions: 76.50 m x 17.60 m
Floor space under deck: 2,940 sqm / 31,646 sqft
Floor space on deck:

1,796 sqm / 19,332 sqft

Crane capacity:

2 Liebherr cranes situated portside: 		
250 mt capacity at 18 m outreach each / 500 mt
combined; 125 mt capacity at 33 m outreach each

Lifting height:

> 35 m at 10 m outreach

Accommodation:

24 Persons / 21 cabins
21 single cabins (incl. Owner’s and Pilot Cabin /
excl. Suez Cabin and Hospital)
Three cabins with additional foldaway bed, 2 guest
cabins for clients, Meeting Room incl. flat screen,
Sauna, Gym
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Taizhou Sanfu Ship Engineering Co., Ltd.
Nanjing

Shanghai

The location of Taizhou Sanfu Ship Engineering Co., Ltd. in China
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M/V BBC Rhonetal and M/V BBC Rheiderland
M/V Trudy was purchased by Briese Schiffahrts GmbH
& Co. KG MS „Nortmoor“ on 17th of February 2020.
Simultaneously with the delivery to the new owner the
vessel changed her name to „BBC Rhonetal“ and her flag
changed from Switzerland to Antigua and Barbuda. As
the physical delivery of the vessel was handicapped by
the Corona Pandemic a new place of delivery had to be
agreed for M/V Trudy tbn BBC Rhonetal.
Therefore Eemshaven has been agreed as new place of delivery. The delivery took place on 16th of April 2020. After
delivery, the vessels shifted to Emden for about two weeks
for some repairs, maintenance works and installation of
ECDIS.
M/V BBC Rhonetal was built in 2013 in lines with a newbuilding series at Sanfu Ship Engineering Co. Ltd., Taizhou, China.
In addition to M/V BBC Rhonetal, M/V Helvetia has been
purchased by Briese Schiffahrts GmbH & Co. KG MS
„Norderaue“ on 26th of March 2020. She was inspected
by Markus Schmidt and Nikolay Zhelonkin during Suez
Passage on 10th of March 2020. The physical delivery of
the vessel took place in Eemshaven on the 27th of April.
The vessel’s name was changed to „BBC Rheiderland“
and her flag from Switzerland to Antigua and Barbuda
Repairs, maintenance works and an ECDIS installation for
M/V BBC Rheiderland were also done in Emden.
Both vessels will be operated by Inspection Group No. 1
after hand-over.

Facts and Figures:
Classification:

100 A5 Multi-purpose dry cargo ship BWM (D1) (D2)
Equipped for carriage of containers DBC DG G IW
Strengthened for heavy cargo MC AUT CM-PS

GT / NT:

abt 14.941 t / abt 6.340

TDW:

17.577 t

Loa:

abt 161,37 m

LBP:

abt 153,40 m

BM:

abt 25,21 m

Depth:

abt 8,60 m

Cranes:

3 x 80 mts

Capacity Cargo Hold: 1. 5.202,6 / 5.051,8 cbm
2. 13.659,6 / 13.343,6 cbm
3. 6.272,4 / 6.416,7 cbm
Total:

25.434,7 / 25.521,0 cbm

Container Capacity:		
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Total:

1.047 TEU (623 TEU on deck / 424 TEU in hold)

Reefer Plugs:

152
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NEW TO THE FLEET / SOLD VESSELS

Facts and Figures:
Classification:

GL + 100 A5 E3, IW, BWM-F, Container Ship +

		

MC AUT E3 equipped for carriage of dangerous

		

goods (SOLAS II-2, reg. 19) in hold 1 and 2

		

class 1 – 9 except 6.2 & 7 and No. 3 equipped to

		

carry dangerous cargo (SOLAS II-2, reg. 19,

		

cl. 2 – 9, except 6.2,7)

GT / NT: 		

abt 15.633 / abt 6.717

Deadweight (summer): About 17.000 metric tons deadweight all told on

M/V Julius
M/V Julius has been taken over on 27th of January 2020 at
Freeport, Malta by Akram Akoel.
The vessel was built in 2009 at Shandong Province Weihai
shipyard and was sailing under the flag of Sri Lanka and was
re-flagged to Antigua and Barbuda with handover.
The vessel is similar to the other container vessels in our fleet
and will therefore be operated by Inspection Group 2.
The first charter is with X-Press Container Line UK.

		

scantling draft saltwater summer freeboard of

		

about 9.90 m

Loa: 		

abt 161,35 m

LBP: 		

abt 151,00 m

BM: 		

abt 25,00 m

Depth to main deck:

abt 13,90 m

Cranes: 		

2 x 45 mts

Hatch no. 1:

abt 12,48 m x 15,88 m

Hatch no. 2,3,4,5,6,7:

abt 12,48 m x 20,56 m

Hatch no. 8:

abt 6,56 m x 20,56 m

Container intake:
Intake 20’ units:

1368 units 20’ x 8’ x 8’,6”

Stowage: 		

Hold 492 units = 62/84/98/106/114/28

		

1st/2nd/3rd/4th/5th/6th/tier

Deck: 		

876 units = 164/168/168/146/130/100

		

1st/2nd/3rd/4th/5th/6th/tier

Intake 40’ units:

603 units 40’x8’x8’,6” plus 98 units of 20’

Homogenous intake:

14 mts = abt 870 TEU

Reefer capacity:

258 reefer plugs / 132 on deck – 126 in hold

Sold Vessels
M/V BBC Spring
On the 18th of February M/V BBC Spring has been sold to
new owners on anchorage in Singapore. On site has been
technical superintendent Wolfgang Eilers.
M/V BBC Spring was in management of Briese Schiffahrt
since end of December 2012 and was sailing for United
Heavylift Logistics from October 2018 on.
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OSTERMARSCH - SEARCH AND RESCUE OPERATION

Ostermarsch –
Search and Rescue Operation
M/V Ostermarsch was called on February 04th during early
morning hours to a search & rescue operation by MRCCTarifa while passing the strait of Gibraltar.
At 04:05 AM they received the information that a swimmer
struggled with the current and found himself in an emergency situation. Five minutes later the vessel commenced
with the rescue operation and was able to detect him in
the dark. At 04:30 AM they recovered him from the water
at the coordinates 36 05 N 005 17 04 W. The man was fine,
given certain circumstances, and was handed over to the
spanish authorities at 05:10.
The MRCC-Tarifa and Briese Schiffahrt would transmit our
deepest gratitue to Captain Griban and his crew like the
E-Mail below shows:
Captain:
We would like to show you our most sincere gratitude for the
humanity and professionalism of you and your crew, thanks
to your cooperation in search and rescue operation one people
have been rescued.
We hope that you, as Captain of the vessel, could transmit our
gratitude to your crew.
Best regards,
MRCC-Tarifa
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M/V BBC NEPTUNE – „THE DRIFTERS“

M/V BBC Neptune – „The Drifters“
“The Drifters,” at least that is what we, the crew of M/V BBC
Neptune, call ourselves. Photo courtesy of our deck cadet,
Khomutetskii Platon.
When this photograph was taken, our good lady is underway
towards the port of Puerto Cabello, Venezuela. After spending a month and a half at anchor and almost four months
adrift, the long wait has come to an end and for our cargo to
be discharged; at least that’s what we thought at that time.
Months of idling, the vessel took its toll of unfavorable condition like marine growth that appeared around her hull that
greatly affects her speed. The vessel is underway for a few
hours only every day, depending on how far we drifted away
from the designated drifting area, 40 nautical miles off shore.
Fishing was of course the most favorited activity of the
crew. Dorados, tunas, and squids made up most of the

catch and ranging from a kilogram up to 18 kg each.
Fishing helps to stock up our provision supply. Especially
now, we closely monitor it more than ever since there is
a very limited opportunity for resupply.
The situation has its pros and cons for the crew, especially
during this COVID 19 pandemic the world is experiencing
right now. We feel safer since we have less physical contact
from other people, but it is quite inconvenient for those who
were near the end of their contracts. Anyway, I guess almost
all the seafarers around the world are dealing with it too.
Amidst the happenings that we are facing today, we are
still grateful for such extraordinary experience and the
opportunity to share a glimpse of our story.
Keep safe,
3M Eredia, Kierck Karlo
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CERTIFICATION OF A VESSEL – PART 2

Certification of a Vessel - Part II
Briese News Issue No. 5 was dedicated to the first section
– Classification Certificates. In this section the full spectrum of the Statutory Certificates will be presented based
on M/V BBC Russia as an example (a geared Dry-Cargo /
Multi-Purpose vessel).

Section I – Classification Certificate
Section II – Statutory Certificates
Section III – Statutory Marpol Certificates
Section IV – Cargo and gear, lifting appliances
Section V – Permanent Certificates, DoC, LoC, SoC
Section VI – Special and Extraordinary

Section II – Statutory Certificates
Beside the Classification Society the Flagstate issues a
lot of Certificates. The Flagstate has the authority and responsibility to enforce regulations over vessels registered
under its flag, including those relating to inspection, certification, and issuance of safety and pollution prevention
documents. As well they supervise the health and safety at
work conditions of the crew members.
All Flagstates verified the United Nations Convention on
the Law of Sea, the Organization lays down a comprehensive regime of law and order in the world’s Oceans and
Seas establishing rules governing all uses of the oceans
and their resources.
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The Briese Fleet sails under following flags:

Germany

Gibraltar

Netherlands

Liberia

Madeira

Antigua &
Barbuda

United Nations

International Convention on
the Control of harmful AntiFouling

International Load Line
Certificate

International Convention for
the control and management
of ships Ballastwater and
Sediments

International Ballast Water
Management Certificate

IMO

ILO

SOLAS

MLC

MARPOL

International Convention on
Tonnage Measurements of
ships, 1969

International Tonnage
Certificate (1969)

MARPOL Regulation 5,4 of
Annex VI of the Convention
and MEPC.203(62)

International Energy
Efficiency (IEE) Certificate

MARPOL Regulation 4 of
Annex IV of the Convention
and MEPC.274(69)

International Sewage Pollution Prevention Certificate

STOW
Statutory Certificates

(issued under the authority of Flagstate)

From above graphic it can be seen which main Certificates
are issued under the authority of the Flagstate, as well as
SMC (ISM), ISSC (ISPS) and MLC. The most important Flag
Certificates in relation to Classification shall be explained in
more detail and why a Condition of Authority (CA) during a
class survey may be issued.
A Condition of Authority (CA) will be imposed by the Class.
The CA sets up specific measures, repairs or surveys that
shall be carried out within a specific time limit in order to
maintain the statutory certificate.

International Load Line
Certificate

International Convention of
Loadlines Article 14

Cargo Ship Safety
Radio Certificate

SOLAS Regulation I/9

Cargo Ship Safety
Equipment Certificate

SOLAS Regulation I/8

Cargo Ship Safety
Construction Certificate

SOLAS Regulation I/10

International Oil Pollution
Prevention Certificate

MARPOL Regulation 6 of
Annex I of the Convention

International Air Pollution
Prevention Certificate

MARPOL Regulation 5 of
Annex VI of the Convention
and MEPC.17(58)

A Condition of Authority must be solved within a period
specified by the Class considering the importance of a deficiency or defect. There are two options:
A) Remote survey: The Assistant of the Inspection Group sends
evidence to Class Head Office about termination of the deficiency providing photos, documents and Master statements.
B) On board survey: The Inspection Department orders a
Class Surveyor attending the vessel in order to inspect the
defect and make sure same has been rectified.

International load line certificate
Freeboard
Loading Computer

Hatchways and Doorways
Tank Capacity

Load Line

Stability

GM

The Loadline Certificate consists mainly on the sections as
describes in the graphic above. The Loadline convention,
which is confirmed by holding a Loadline Certificate, basically limits the ships on the minimum freeboard it needs to
maintain. Evidence of meeting the freeboard requirements,
already existed.
This was started in the UK, by a member of Parliament, Mr.
Plimsoll, after which certificates have been issued. Often a
Surveyor or Inspector detects that for example the Plimsoll
is not properly painted or the railings of a vessel are bent.
Not properly maintained hatchways and doorways are also
frequently claimed.

Samples for Condition of Authority
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Cargo Ship Safety Construction Certificate
De-watering test of forward spaces,
examine sea inlets, overboard valves,
thickness measurement, testing indicators and remote operation of valves

Piping / Seawater
Systems (R)

Test detectors, audible and visual
alarms

water ingress
alarm systems

Simulated test of anchor chains emergency release device, function test

Anchoring
arrangement

Dead ship condition test, black out
test, automatic and manual shutdown
functions, alarms, remote back-up,
standby pump arrangement, operational test of main and aux. Steering
gear, alarms, local control and remote

Propulsion and
steering
arrangements

Engine room

Safety
Constructions

The Cargo Ship Safety Construction Certificate defines the
type of ship and that the condition of the structure, machinery and equipment are compliant with the relevant SOLAS
Convention. In SOLAS the ship’s construction is regulated

BRIESE SCHIFFAHRT

Fire protection
and alarm
systems

Manual and automatic fire doors test,
portable atmosphere testing, ventilation systems operational, fire dampers
closing test

Ballast Tanks (I)

Examine overall tanks incl. Corrosion prevention systems

with regards to strength, maximum size of floodable compartments, intact and damage stability, covered under the
Safety Construction Certificate.

Samples for Condition of Authority related to Safety Construction Certificate
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Bilges clean, em. Electric power system black out test, bilgewatersystem
alarms, function and emergency test,
engineers‘ alarms system, ER telegraph function, ventilation control
and mooring systems test

Cargo Ship Safety Equipment Certificate
Magnetic Compass, Gyro, ECDIS,
Publications, Radar, ARPA, AIS,
LRIT,VDR, Speedlog, Echosounder, Pitch Indicator, BNWAS and
some more

Navigation systems
and equipment

Safety
Equipment

SART, AIS-SART, VHF

Radio installations
used in life-saving
appliances

The Safety Equipment is one of the most sensitive verified
Certificates. Comprising fire safety systems and appliances
including fire control plans, life-saving appliances (LSA)
and equipment (lifeboat, rescue boat), radio installation,
shipborne navigational equipment, embarkation for pilots,
nautical publications, lights, sound and distress signals and
all other arrangements and equipment for fire protection

LSA - Life Saving
Appliances

Lifeboat, Rescueboat,
Liferaft

LSE - Life Saving
Equipment

Lifebouys, Lifejackets,
Immersion Suits, FF-Outfit

FFE - Fire Fighting
Equipment

Co2 fixed Installation, Fire
Alarm System, Watermist,
fixed foam, portable Fire
Extinguishers, Breathing
Apparatus, EEBD

and life-saving according to the SOLAS convention.
A fixed part of the Certificate is the record of equipment for cargo
ship safety (Form E) and the record of approved ship safety equipment where the minimum required equipment for your ship is
documented; including a section for equipment renewals, alteration and/or additions effected since the record was prepared.

Samples for Condition of Authority
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Cargo Ship Safety Radio Certificate
Record of Equipment for cargo
ship safety radio

Form R

External Radio Company, Class
approved

Shore-based
maintenance

Annual testing battery check

EPIRB

Safety
Radio

The Safety Radio Certificate is surveyed periodically every
year and the scope of survey is always the same. A class
approved and maker authorized service company must be
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GMDSS

Report on survey of GMDSS
radio installations

SSAS

Annual testing with CSO

AIS

AIS Survey Report

present on board to perform the survey reports providing
to attending surveyor. Below components related to the
Certificate are shown.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

ISM – CYBER SECURITY MANAGEMENT

ISM – Maritime Cyber Security
Management
One of the first things someone installs on a new private tablet or desktop PC is an anti-virus program including adware
block and spam filter. The second thing is to change all the
passwords to a secure one.
Why all these measures? Because of the fear of personal
property, valuables and information.
But what about cyber security on board? What is already
common practice in the onshore industry will now also be
implemented in shipping. With IMO Resolution MSC.428(98),
Shipping companies are forced to implement measures
against cyber security in their SMS and enhance the awareness for possible cyber security risk on board.

s ecurity in the maritime sector. Two of the biggest issues
were a shutdown of all Maersk- IT onshore and on board with
a total loss of 300.000.000 USD (2017) and the temporarily
shut down of a moving oil rig off the coast of Africa caused by
hacker attacks with a loss of about 15.000.000 USD.
The German BSI has registered more than 80 attacks per
day 2019 to German ports, mostly related to identify valuable containers and cargo.
In order to comply with the new challenges and also the
new requirements cyber security measures in the SMS have
been adopted which will be circulated in a few weeks.
Most of the measures can be implemented by human sense
and common practice- others require change in behavior
and thinking.

Is this science fiction or reality? Unfortunately, it is the reality and there were already several attacks related to cyber

The IMO resolution and FAL Circ.3 can be obtained beforehand on request. Please sent an email to ism@briese.de.

Designed by Freepik

The resolution will get into force on first of January 2021
and cyber security measures will be verified already during
survey and audits by Class and Flag this year.
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IHM SURVEYS

Introducing IHM
In order to make the world a safer place there is always
a great progress. This leads to a plenty of new rules and
regulations, where not only the crew on board, but also the
employees ashore have to take care of. One of this newer
regulation is the Inventory of Hazardous Materials (IHM),
which is implemented by the Hong Kong International Convention for the Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling
of Ships (Hong Kong Convention) and the European Parliament and the Council on ship recycling (EU SRR). The IHM
certification came into force to prevent the people and
environment from incidents, illness and pollution due to
dangerous materials like asbestos, which might have been
used, installed and built-in on existing vessels.

Sample number

M-001

Source: Insulation

Hazardous material:

Asbestos

Above threshold value:

No

Result:

NCHM

Location:

Accomodation, behind the
wall and ceiling panelling

To get an IHM certification, the vessel will be inspected by a
HazMat expert and certified by the relevant class. Messrs.
Eurofins, a company from the Netherlands, is appointed by
Briese Shipping to conduct these inspections.
In first instance this means, that collecting information like
battery plans, smoke detector details, lube oil charts, Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), plans, diagrams and much
more as first input for a risk assessment is necessary, which
will be carried out by the HazMat Expert.
Next instance is the sampling / inspection itself. During the
inspection different samples must be taken from the vessel
and visual checks will be done based on the collected shipspecific information. These samples will be analyzed in laboratories and findings examined through company Eurofins.
A few vessels have been inspected already and the aim is to
have all vessels inspected until October 2020.
Findings of the inspection will be captured by the Hazmat
Expert of Messrs. Eurofins in IHM Part I – the Structure and
Equipment list. In general, the IHM is split in three parts.
Part I identifies the hazardous materials that are contained
in the ship’s structure or equipment, where it is located and
in which quantities hazardous materials can be found. This
is the relevant part for all existing ships.
Development and method of inventory
For the inventory of hazardous materials, the following
methodology provided by the guidelines is followed.
Step 1: collection of necessary information;
Step 2: assessment of collected information;
Step 3: preparation of visual/sampling check plan;
Step 4: onboard visual check and sampling check;
Step 5: preparation of Part I of the inventory and related
documentation.
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Sources: IHM Report of MV BBC Gdansk prepared by Eurofins /
NCHM = not containing Hazardous Material

Part II (operational wastes) and Part III (stores) must be
prepared before the vessel will be recycled. In case a recycling is scheduled, the shipowner needs to issue Part II
and III and a verification is necessary. Based on the IHM,
the ship recycling facility will prepare a ship recycling plan
(SRP). Afterwards a final survey by the class will be done of
both, IHM and SRP and a “Ready for Recycling” certificate
will be issued by the class surveyor.
Part I is split in two further parts. In Table A (as defined by the
Hong Kong Convention) respectively Annex I (as defined by the
EU SRR) and Table B (as defined by the Hong Kong Convention) respectively Annex II (as defined by the EU SRR). Table A
includes hazardous materials like asbestos, PCB, ozone depleting substances, TBT or PFOS, what means materials, which are
mandatory to be listed, while Table B shows heavy metals, PBB,
PBDE, PCN, SCCP, radioactive substances or HBCDD, which are
mandatory to be listed as far as practicable.

Scope of the IHM

HKC

EU SRR

Table A

Annex I

Shipbuilding &
Operation

Preparation prior to Recycling
Part II
Operationally
generated
Wastes

Part I
Structure &
Equipment

Part III
Stores

Mandatory for new / existing ships
& new installation
Table B

Annex II

Mandatory for new ships / installations; as far as practicable for
existing ships

Source: DNV.GL

Table C Materials
Potentially hazardous items
Table D Materials
Regular consumable goods
potentially containing hazardous
materials

Once the IHM Part I has been issued, same needs to be
certified by a classification society. DNVGL will carry out
the certification of the whole Briese fleet. This certificate is
valid for 5 years and might be subject to periodical inspections by the flag states, by class during renewal surveys or
by port state controls. A missing IHM certificate may be a
reason for a Port State Control detention.
Deadline for this full procedure is end of the year 2020,
which means there is still a lot to do.

Of course, all vessels will be provided with detailed instructions and guidelines to this special topic shortly.
In case of any questions, please feel free to write an email
to IHM@BRIESE.DE or review the article in the Briese News
RESOLUTION MEPC.269(68)
05/2019, page 34.
Adopted on 15 May 2015
2015 GUIDELINES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE INVENTORY OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

MEPC 68/21/Add.1
Annex 17, page 45

APPENDIX 6
FORM OF MATERIAL DECLARATION
<Date of declaration>
Date

What remains important for the staff ashore and on board
is to keep the records up to date and to maintain IHM Part
I properly. This means, for example that every new item,
which will be installed / replaced / renewed on board or if
hull coating is renewed, needs to have a MSDS or Supplier’s
Declaration of Conformity (SDoC) from the manufacturer or
supplier, which has to be collected and retained on board.
Additionally, the Part I of the IHM shall be updated if the
hazardous material situation of the vessel changes. Even
for supplied products, which do not contain any hazardous
materials as listed in Table B / Annex II, a MSDS or SDoC
form must be collected from the suppliers. Same needs to
clearly state the absence of hazardous materials.
It has to be kept in mind, that if a Port State Control officer has
reason to believe that there is no procedure implemented on
the board the ship for the maintenance of Part I, it might be
possible that a detailed inspection will be carried out.

<MD ID number>

<Supplier (respondent) information>

MD- ID-No.

Company name

㻌

Division name

㻌

Address

㻌

<Other information>
Remark 1

㻌

Contact person

㻌

Remark 2

㻌

Telephone number

㻌

Remark 3

㻌

Fax number

㻌

Email address

㻌

SDoC ID no.

㻌

<Product information>
Product name

Delivered unit

Product number

㻌

Amount

㻌

Product information

Unit

㻌

㻌

㻌

㻌

<Materials information>

Piece

Unit
This materials information shows the amount of hazardous materials contained in

Table

Material name

Asbestos
Polychlorinated
biphenyls
(PCBs)

Threshold
value

Yes / No

m

m3

Yes

No

litre

g

(unit: piece, kg, m, m2, m3, etc.) of the product.

1

Present
above threshold
value

kg

If yes,
material mass
Mass

If yes, information on where it is used

Unit

18

Asbestos

0.1%

Polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs)

50 mg/kg

Chlorofluorocaobons
(CFCs)
Halons
Other fully halogenated
CFCs

Table A
(materials
listed in
appendix 1
of the
Convention)

Ozone depleting
substance

Carbon tetrachloride
1,1,1-Trichloroethane

no threshold
value

Hydrochlorofluorocaobons
Hydrobromofluorocaobons
Methyl bromide
Bromochloromethane
Anti-fouling
systems
containing
organotin
compounds as a
biocide

2,500 mg total
tin/kg

㻌

Sample of a “Suppliers Declaration of Conformity”
18

In accordance with regulation 4 of the Convention, for all ships, new installation of materials which contain
asbestos shall be prohibited. According to the UN recommendation "Globally Harmonized System of
Classification and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS)" adopted by the United Nations Economic and Social
Council's Sub-Committee of Experts on the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of
Chemicals (UNSCEGHS), the UN'S Sub-Committee of Experts, in 2002 (published in 2003), carcinogenic
mixtures classified as Category 1A (including asbestos mixtures) under the GHS are required to be
labelled as carcinogenic if the ratio is more than 0.1%. However, if 1% is applied, this threshold value
should be recorded in the Inventory and, if available, the Material Declaration and can be applied not later
than five years after the entry into force of the Convention. The threshold value of 0.1% need not be
retroactively applied to those Inventories and Material Declarations.
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Piles on M/V BBC London
At the end of February 2020, M/V BBC London was required
to spend some days in Ravenna. In total, a small number
of piles should be loaded to the vessel – a small number,
but quite impressive pieces, as it turned out during the
preparations of this shipment.
“Can you accommodate piles having a length of about
74 m each on one on your vessels?” A simple question
as one could think, however, piles with 74 m length are
quite impressive indeed. In total, eight of these big pieces were required to be carried. Having an outer diameter
of about 2.5 m and a unit weight of 282 tons, the cargo
superintendents found that only the 8.000 dwt vessels
may carry this cargo.
M/V BBC London was finally scheduled to take this challenge. After three days of cargo hold preparations, the
first pile was loaded. All hatch covers and partly the tween
deck pontoons had to be discharged to gain space to
accommodate the piles. In total it took eight days for all
works in Ravenna.
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In Rotterdam, port of discharging, M/V BBC London had to
wait for “Sleipnir”, the world´s largest crane vessel which
was scheduled to load the piles from M/V BBC London and
transport same to the final destination – an oil platform.
Again, it must be pointed out that such challenge cannot be
accepted if the shore team of Briese Chartering could not
rely on the experienced crew on board. Everybody was prepared for the cargo and all works required to be done. This
is very important for Briese Charterings clients, as some of
them are on board for cargo operations and see how work
on board is going on. Thus, all staff of Briese Chartering says
“thank you” to everybody on board performing their daily
job, arranging the vessel, keeping all papers in good order,
get in contact with stevedores, agents, clients present at
cargo works, and many more jobs to be done.
Briese Chartering could not deliver good work if they
were without all the trained staff on board. The close and
trustful collaboration between office and vessels as per
the shown organigram is the platform for their success
and access to special, impressive and future projects!

Voyage performance
of the vessel

Processes
perfomed by
Operations
department

Processes
perfomed by
Chartering
department

Processes
perfomed by
Portcaptains
department

Cargo enquiry
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M/V BBC Ocean - Round Trip
In September 2019 M/V BBC Ocean started an interesting
round trip, ending in Australia, after being handed over
from Briese Chartering to BBC Chartering.
The complete voyage contained three trips. The first voyage
started on the 20th of September 2019 from Nordenham
over Batangas to Apia.
BBC client Prysmian was committed in supplying of 1.191
km telecommunication cable in four lengths of 300 km, 300
km, 300 km, 291 km and its relevant accessories to NTTWE
Marine Philippines. In addition, 47 km telecom cable and
some cable accessories had to be shipped to Transpower
New Zealand Ltd.

This voyage was very challenging due to the long spooling
times, installation of cable tanks in Nordenham, Germany.
The cable tanks have been designed by BBC’s engineering
department, while company Halfwassen in Leer performed
the installation job.
After arriving in Batangas on the 22nd of November 2019, the
vessel performed a double banking with the client’s cable laying vessel, to unspool the first and second cable tank. Due to
bad weather also the unspooling was not that easy but the
professional crew made a very good job and all challenges
were solved in a good manner. The unspooling of the 3rd cable in Apia on the 28th of December 2019 was much smoother.
The next voyage was a re-positioning job, as the 3rd voyage
starting in Kuantan, was already booked. This voyage was
booked with 3.000mt copra in bulk from Kimbe starting on
the 18th of January 2020 over Rabaul to Dumaguette, ending on the 02nd of February 2020.
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The third voyage was the most challenging job for BBC
client TechnipFMC, one of the big oil & gas EPCs. This job
was related to the Gorgon project and required the transport of Subsea equipment (line pipe, bends and ancillaries).
The Gorgon Project is operated by Chevron Australia. Gorgon is one of the world’s largest LNG projects and the largest single resource project in Australia’s history. Located
on Barrow Island – a Class A Nature Reserve – Gorgon comprises a three-train, 15.6 million tonnes per annum LNG
facility and a domestic gas plant with the capacity to supply 300 terajoules of gas per day to Western Australia. In
order to maintain gas supply for the three-train LNG plant,
the Gorgon Stage 2 (GS2) Project will expand the subsea
gathering network in the Gorgon and Jansz-Io fields. This
will involve a new drilling campaign, the installation of additional subsea manifolds to accommodate the new wells,
and infield flowlines and umbilical’s to tie into the existing
subsea infrastructure.

rved.

© Jan-H. Tetens / MarineTraffic.com

The voyage started in Kuantan on the 16th of February 2020
over Kabil with final discharging port in Henderson on the
07th of March 2020.
But prior loading the client requested three vessel inspections under Chevron standards, LOC standards and OVID
standards, which made it a quite challenging and demanding job for the crew and the teams ashore in Leer. The first
inspection was done by OVID (Offshore Vessels Inspection
Database) and Chevron in Apia beginning of January 2020.
During that inspection 92 deficiencies have been reported,
which had to be checked / clarified / answered and in case
needed rectified by the Master and crew in close conjunction with the office; mainly the Briese ISM department together with BBC HSEQ / BBC Operator. OVID questionnaires
during inspection are primarily for off-shore vessels and
often not exactly suitable for merchant vessels; therefore
a high number of deficiencies may arise during first inspection whereof a lot may be solved after direct consultation
with OVID. The 3rd inspection has been performed shortly
prior loading on Kuantan.
Anyway the Master and crew made a very good job in regards to voyage preparations wherefore in the end a normal
PSC was done without any deficiency in Australia.

To be able to load cargo for such demanding customers is
only feasible if the Master and complete crew as well as the
office staff are working closely together and sort all requirements out to find a perfect way on board how to solve and
implement measures.
Due to the long lasting voyage (from September 2019 till
March 2020) even two Captains and partly different crew
had been involved for preparing the vessel and execution of
the different shipments.
Therefore a special thanks to Captain Valeriy Gromilin
and Captain Alexander Sergeev and the complete involved crew of M/V BBC Ocean.
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On Board Impressions

A view from deck of M/V BBC Amethyst during her
crossing of the Atlantic Ocean. Captain Mussabiy
Abduraimov took this shot of waves with a height
of up to 10 meters.

M/V BBC Volga during 2nd class renewal in drydock in
Bremerhaven. Photo was taken by Technical
Superintendent Oleg Azhmyakov.
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M/V BBC Russia passing the Great-Belt-Bridge in
Denmark at night. The vessel is underway from
Rostock to Great Lakes in the US. The picture
has been provided by Master Alexander Surkov.

The first snow in port of Tornio on
board of M/V Lunamar. Picture
taken by Chief Officer Dmitry Luzan.

For more regular updates feel free to visit our Briese
Crew Management Blog reachable under following link:
http://briesecrewmanagement.blogspot.de/
The engine crew of M/V Ostermarsch
(namely Chief Engineer Andrey Sidorov,
Junior Engineer Oleksandr Buriak and
Engine Cadet Denis Ishchuk) is getting
ready for tank cleaning.

Your support is also welcome so if you have nice and
interesting pictures you would like to share feel free
to send them to following E-Mail address:
hannes.koeppl@briese-crewing.com
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60 cells diameter theta maze

Briese Maze

soEinDing.de! SUDOKU - September 2018
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Solutions to our previous Sudoku:

Sudoku Nr. 7 (standard)
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Dokument online erstellt mit www.rechner.club am 30.09.2019 um 10:05 Uhr.
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Briese Schiffahrts GmbH & Co. KG
Hafenstr. 12
D-26789 Leer
E-Mail: info@briese.de
Internet: www.briese.de

We are thankful for any kind of thoughts,
comments, questions, ideas etc. Please send us an
E-Mail: BrieseNews@briese.de
Attention: Sandra Sürken, Benjamin Conrad,
Elia Wallenstein
Briese News is an Internal Newsletter which should
provide our fleet with needful information from and about us as well as
information we received from other companies, authorities, societies,
organization and whatsoever should be brought to everybodys knowledge!
All details are given in good faith and without guarantee.

